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Lacrosse teams added as varsity programs

Photograph provided by Fayth Glock

The Taylor athletic department announced last Friday that the men’s and women’s lacrosse
teams will become varsity programs in 2019 and 2020, respectively.

Men’s and women’s
lacrosse teams turning
varsity in 2019 and 2020
Photograph by Mindy Wildman

“Please feel free to approach us. We are listening and we would love
to get to know you.” – juniors Chin Ai Oh and Noah Nemni

Oh and Nemni elected
2017–18 SBP and SBVP
Voss and Purcell
defeated by 82 votes
Annabelle Blair
News Co-Editor

At 6:50 p.m. on Thursday, Nicole
Arpin, current Student Body President (SBP), and Adam Wright, current
Student Body Vice President (SBVP),
broke the news: juniors Chin Ai Oh
and Noah Nemni will serve as Taylor’s
2017–18 SBP and SBVP.
Oh, a student from Malaysia, is
the first international student to
serve as SBP—as far as Steve Austin,
associate dean of the center for student leadership and director of student programs, is aware. Although
students with heritages from other
nations including Liberia and Iran
have served in the past, they were
also American citizens. Oh is a citizen of Malaysia.
“I think it’s a huge honor (to be
elected as the first international SBP), and I’m very, very thankful
for the trust,” Oh said. She extended thanks to the students within
the Office of Intercultural Programs
(OIP) for their support, encouragement and prayers: “I want to be able
to respect that trust and be able to
represent the international students
and the diverse population also.” Oh
added that she is excited to serve her
American friends.
With a total count of 782 votes, Oh
and Nemni defeated their opponents,
juniors Aaron Voss and Bella Purcell,
by a margin of 82 votes. “Both Aaron
and I have greatly enjoyed this process alongside Chin Ai and Noah,”
Purcell said. “They are incredibly
talented, capable and loving individuals that we know will be amazing
as our Student Body President and
Vice President.”
Voss said he was humbled by the
election’s outcome, but very thankful to his campaign supporters and
proud of the work their team accomplished leading up to the election. “Although we have lost, this campus is in
good hands,” Voss said. “The Oh and
Nemni administration is one that
is both competent and strong and
we look forward to the leadership
they will provide this campus in the

forthcoming year.”
Both Oh and Nemni appeared subdued and dazed in the small TSO office—minutes after they discovered
the election results. “I’m just still in
shock,” Oh said.
In a written statement they later
provided The Echo, Oh and Nemni shared their initial reaction: “We
expected to be our normal enthusiastic selves, jumping around ecstatically, but instead we feel sobered by
the weight of the responsibility you
have entrusted us with.”

Eric Andrews
Sports Co-Editor

The Taylor athletic department announced last Friday that the men’s
and women’s lacrosse teams will turn
into varsity programs in the coming years.

The men’s team will make the jump
to the varsity level during the 2018–19
school year, while the women’s team
will follow suit in 2019–20. Once the
teams are in place, Taylor will feature 20 varsity intercollegiate athletic
teams. The move comes on the heels
of the addition of junior varsity (J.V.)
teams to the men’s and women’s soccer programs.
While the promotions to varsity are new for the lacrosse teams,
the teams enjoy long histories. The

men’s lacrosse program has existed
for nearly two decades, dating back
to the late ’90s.
“It started with guys playing on
the lawn between (Nussbaum) and
Reade,” men’s team president and senior Mitch Pawlanta said.
Since then, the men’s team has
played in three different leagues, been
led by a handful of coaches and offered hundreds of players the chance
Lacrosse story continues on page 2

Taylor University is excited to announce the 4th

Halbrook Freedom
Lecture Event
featuring Dr. Ryan Anderson on March 9 and 10, 2017.

“I think it’s a huge

honor (to be elected as
the first international
SBP), and I’m very, very
thankful for the trust.”
Nemni shared that their current
plan is to finish the year and fulfill
their current responsibilities well.
The pair plans to begin their campaign promise of leadership in truth
and love during the hiring process
for TSO executive cabinet members.
Applications are currently open and
interviews will take place between
March 28 and April 8.
Nemni said they hope to foster creativity and fresh perspectives as they
select their cabinet members, encouraging international students and students who haven’t held leadership
positions within TSO to apply.
As part of their formal training,
Oh and Nemni, along with Arpin,
Wright and junior Abram Stamper,
student body treasurer, will attend a
SBP conference put on by Gordon College Student Association and hosted
at Wheaton College. Arpin said she
attended the conference last year
and received information that transformed the way she approached student government and transitioned
into her role last year.
Both Oh and Nemni thanked their
campaign teams and past SBPs and
SBVPs for assisting them throughout the process. Oh and Nemi also
thanked Voss and Purcell “for a competitive and gracious race.”
echo@taylor.edu

Dr. R ya n
An d e rs o n
researches and writes about
marriage and religious liberty
as the William E. Simon senior
research fellow in American
principles and public policy at
The Heritage Foundation.

The Halbrook Freedom Lecture planning committee
invites you to attend a special presentation in

THE RECITAL HALL
in the Smith-Hermanson Music Center,
with a reception to follow,

on Thursday, March 9
from 7 :00–8 : 30 pm.
Dr. Anderson will also be speaking
in chapel the following day.
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“(The current myTAYLOR) is pushing eight years of
service, and it’s kind of showing it.”
myTAYLOR gets a makeover
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The difference
between
the
S
and
W
Distinguishing and defining TSO and TWO
Information compiled by Annabelle Blair and Katherine Yeager

TSO

TWO

(Taylor Student Organizations)

Steve Austin

Associate Dean of the Center for Student
Leadership/Director of Student Programs

Nicole Arpin

Student Body President

Adam Wright

Student Body Vice President

Abram Stamper

Student Body Treasurer

TSO presidents lead cabinets and
receive a yearly stipend. Intramural
staff and designers for the Design
and Marketing Team (DMT) are paid.
No other cabinet members are paid.

(Taylor World Outreach)

Mission brief: “To cultivate an
atmosphere of imagination, hospitality
and growth for the TU student body
through holistic programming.”
Events include: Airband (ICC),
Nostalgia Night (SAC), National Student
Leadership Conference (Leadership
Programs), Nom Noms & Nom Noms
(IFC), Taylathon (ICC), World Religions
Week (Global Engagement) and
the Halloween Dance (DSEC)
Staff numbers: 94 students

Cabinets (student-led)

Kelsie Rodman

TWO Office Assistant

Katie Rousopoulos
Director of Local and
Global Outreach

Divisions (student-led)
Community Outreach (CO)
Global Outreach (GO)
Lighthouse (LH)
Spring Break Missions (SBM)
World Opportunities Week (WOW)
Youth Conference (YC)

Student Activities Council (SAC)
Student Senate
Inter-Class Council (ICC)
Intramurals
Dances and Special Events
Committee (DSEC)
Integration of Faith
and Culture (IFC)
Leadership Programs
Global Engagement
Design & Marketing Team (DMT)

Mary Rayburn

Director of Student
Ministries

Mission brief: “To mobilize students in
passionate service on campus, in the
community and throughout the world.”
Outreaches include: Social Justice Week
(GO), Special Olympics (CO), Redbarn
(CO), Carpenter’s Hands (CO), Oneverse
Bible Translation (GO), Soup Bowl (GO),
Urban Exposure (GO), Chapel planning
(WOW), Sex trafficking awareness
programs (GO) and Basics/Basics Jr. (CO)
Staff numbers: 23 students and faculty
All student staff are volunteers

Graphic designed by Derek Bender

myTAYLOR
gets a makeover
Extensive changes
and a new website
launching soon
Emily Rachelle Russell
Contributor

Information Technology (IT) is
launching a new myTAYLOR website
on April 1, 2017, for students, faculty,
employees and alumni.
The new site includes changes to
content organization, visual design
and layout such as a dashboard, links
between pages and content and behind-the-scenes tracking of user logins. Students, faculty and staff are
invited to test the new site and provide feedback.
“(The current myTAYLOR) is pushing eight years of service, and it’s kind
of showing it,” Associate Director of
Enterprise Systems Corey Cooper
said. “The new site will be mobile
friendly; there’s improved security;
it’s a lot more flexible for us to make
changes to, and we added search

Lacrosse continued
from page 1
to compete on the field.
The women’s team was formed in
2001 but did not become an official
club until 2005, according to women’s team president and senior Jessie Kuniholm. Though experiencing
ups and downs throughout the last
decade, the women’s team has established a solid foundation due
to strong leadership over the last
five years.
“(The leaders before Jessie and me
established) a reputation at Taylor
(of ) a pretty solid, well-organized,
well-run club,” women’s team vice
president and junior Madeleine Burkholder said.
Over the years, players and alumni from both teams have urged the
university to turn the lacrosse teams
into varsity programs. Despite the

(capabilities).”
The current myTAYLOR website,
launched in the summer of 2009, originally relied on a third-party system,
according to Cooper and Chief Information Officer Rob Linehan. This system was dropped two years ago and
replaced with dotCMS, a program
Taylor already owned but which is
no longer supported. In the event of a
technical error, IT staff would have to
do repairs without assistance or guidance from the dotCMS vendor. This
left Taylor in need of a new, supported
website. IT began behind-the-scenes
work a few years ago, and more visible changes and departmental partnerships began in spring 2016.
“(We’re) really trying to keep the
experience familiar so that it’s not a
hard change to make, but at the same
time (we’re) trying to push the platform forward and provide some new
functionality along the way,” Cooper said.
Many departments assisted with
the update, according to Linehan.
Human Resources (HR) played an

especially large part in building
links and content. According to Ron
Sutherland, vice president for business administration, IT began the
updating process by checking which
users supplied a majority of internal
data to the site; those users came primarily from HR.

“We were willing guinea pigs to
help jump-start the process,” Sutherland said.
HR provides a variety of content on
the new site, including: forms, links to
individual websites and mobile apps
for retirement, health care and similar information, the student employee

page, required legal notices and departmental job search assistance.
IT is now seeking student, faculty and
staff feedback. Users can provide comments and report bugs or broken links
using a purple tab to the right of the
dashboard at http://int.taylor.edu/.
echo@taylor.edu

students’ desire, the timing and logistics never worked out. However, due
to a desire to expand the athletic department, the door for Taylor lacrosse
has been opened.
Since the idea of turning the teams
into varsity programs had been on the
table for a while, Kyle Gould, athletic director, and Skip Trudeau, vice
president for student development,
researched the notion early in the fall
semester. Gould and Trudeau included the idea in their report for enrollment initiatives.
“When Skip and I submitted our report, (the idea) was in there,” Gould
said. “The university cabinet, the
board, everyone, felt like it was a good
decision. It happened in a six-week
span, where it kind of went from,
‘This would be a good idea,’ to ‘Yeah,
let’s go do it.’”
While the history and tradition
of the lacrosse teams made the

decision easy, the desire to increase
enrollment was also a driving force.
Trudeau noted that having lacrosse
teams has been a deciding factor for
some students considering Taylor.
Trudeau hopes the decision to turn
the teams into varsity programs will
increase Taylor admission numbers.
According to Trudeau, lacrosse is
a rapidly-growing sport, and adding
programs will help diversify Taylor’s
student body. The administration
specifically desires to reach into hotbed lacrosse areas on the East Coast.
The first step in the transition is hiring a head coach for the men’s team,
which the athletic department hopes
to have in place this summer. Once
a head coach has been hired, the recruiting process will begin to prepare
the team for varsity competition in
the spring of 2019. A similar process
will be utilized for the women’s team.
The teams currently play on the old

soccer field near the softball field, and
Gould said that the lacrosse teams
will continue to play there in order
to give the lacrosse teams their own
space. Taylor’s maintenance department will be working on the field to
get it in top shape by April.
Gould said alumni will fund future
facility improvements, as has been
the case with many of Taylor’s other
athletic facilities.
“We want to energize the lacrosse
alumni to get involved and do things
at that facility,” Gould said. “We want
to have a top-notch lacrosse facility.”
Gould stated the first goal for facility improvements, though not imminent, is to build both men’s and
women’s locker rooms at their current field, followed by installing turf
and lighting.
The athletic department hopes to
acquire associate membership from
another NAIA conference, as the

Crossroads League does not currently
feature any men’s lacrosse programs.
The women’s team will continue
to compete at the club level for the
next three years, remaining in the
Women’s Collegiate Lacrosse Association. Similar to men’s lacrosse, the
Crossroads League is not fit for varsity competition at this time, as only
Bethel has a women’s lacrosse team.
The women’s team will likely need
to look into an option similar to the
men’s team upon transitioning to the
varsity level.
“We want very competitive athletic teams that fit within the mission of
Taylor University,” Trudeau said. “We
want (to be) attracting those kind of
student athletes—good students,
good athletes, mission-fit and very
competitive teams. I think lacrosse
has every capacity to do those kind
of things.”
echo@taylor.edu

Screenshot provided by Corey Cooper

Students, faculty and staff can preview and give feedback on the new myTAYLOR website.

“I think at Swallow I’m feeling like it’s my
family. It’s really nice to come in and feel
very comfortable.”
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Experience Indiana
Indiana Wesleyan
to host job fair
Marian Douglas
Local Editor

With fewer than three months left in
the school year, Taylor University seniors aftre making plans for the future. The Calling and Career Office
(CCO) recommends that seniors begin searching for a job during the
fall, but even soon-to-be graduates
can procrastinate.
For students who are still looking
for jobs, forty Indiana-based companies will be setting up booths at Indiana Wesleyan University’s upcoming
job fair. This fair specifically aims to
show graduating students all that Indiana can offer.
“We have a very healthy economy
compared to surrounding states,”

Indiana Wesleyan’s associate Dean of
Life Calling and Career Carol Brown
said. “Students aren’t always aware
of that.”
Indiana includes four of the United
States’ 25 cities with the lowest cost
of living, according to a Business Insider article from 2016. Also, Indiana’s
unemployment rate is at 4.0 percent.
This is lower than the national unemployment rate of 4.8 percent.
Job fairs like Indiana Wesleyan’s are
an excellent opportunity for seniors,
as one out of three Taylor graduates
will likely find his or her first position
in Indiana. According to Director of
Taylor’s Calling and Career Office Jeff
Aupperle, 35 percent of Taylor graduates stay in the state for at least nine
months after graduation.
Indiana Wesleyan’s job fair is a part
of a larger two-day event called Experience Indiana which will be held

on Wednesday and Thursday, March
15–16. The chief goal of Experience
Indiana is to bring together vendors
and employers from Indiana with
students in an environment providing networking and business training practices.
This event is free to anyone who
wishes to attend, thanks to funding
from the Lilly Endowment, Inc.
“Both days are open to the public,”
Brown said. “But the funding is very
much geared toward college students.”
Lilly Endowment, Inc. provides
grants to several educational groups
across the state. “The Lilly Endowment . . . encourages universities to
make certain their students are aware
of the opportunities that are available
to students in Indiana,” Aupperle said.
Taylor uses its grant to support the
CCO’s Promising Ventures program.
This year’s Experience Indiana

March 3, 2017
event will be shorter than last year’s.
Indiana Wesleyan compressed the
four-day long event it put on last
year into two days. According to
Brown, the four-day-long event
was hard to manage and filled
with redundancies.
The job fair is the focus of the first
day. Half of the 40 businesses involved
in the job fair are returning for a second time. Brown said many of the
businesses reached out to Indiana
Wesleyan even before the official registration page was created.
The second day focuses on the talents and activities available in Indiana. It will feature live music, food,
vendors, free giveaways and prizes.
Experience Indiana will be held
in the Barnes Student Center at Indiana Wesleyan. More information
about this event can be found at experienceindiana.squarespace.com.
For students who hope to attend
the job fair, Brown advised that they
dress professionally.
echo@taylor.edu
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Photo provided by CCO

Over a third of Taylor students stay in Indiana for at least nine months after graduation, a trend that has remained true. (Calling and Career Office, 2014)

A month in

the states
Ecuadorian students
share their experiences
of Taylor
Aubree DeVisser
Staff Writer

“In the beginning I was not very sure
about it, but then I convinced myself,”
Daniella Ledesma, a sophomore business major, said. She might have been
uncertain about coming to Taylor at
first, but now she’s not quite ready
to leave.
Ledesma is one of six Ecuadorian
students—students at Taylor’s partner university, Azuay University, in
Ecuador—who are participating in
Discover. Discover is a new program
that includes: staying on campus
for a month, participating in classes including ESL (English as a second language) and taking courses in
their major.
Students applying for the Discover
program must send in their English
test scores and explain why they want
to attend Taylor, according to Maddy Trudeau, the graduate assistant
working in the Spencer Centre for
Global Engagement. Trudeau, along
with Charlie Brainer, Associate Dean
of International Programs & Asian
Initiative, and Maria DeLourdes, Taylor’s partner from Azuay University,
decide which six students come to
Upland out of those who apply.
With help from DeLourdes, Ledesma described the application process
as pretty simple. After taking tests
and sending in scores, DeLourdes
conducted interviews to better understand the students and their motives for going abroad.
“(DeLourdes) wanted to know if
we would be able to get used to this

change,” Ledesma said.
In Ecuador, each student commutes to Azuay University from
home, so living in a community of students is just the beginning of a long
list of adjustments.
Ledesma elaborated on the difficult transition coming to Taylor. Back
home she had her own bedroom and
bathroom, so sharing these formerly
private spaces with strangers in Swallow Robin Hall was difficult at first.
However, she was soon able to connect with her roommates and others
who made her feel at home.
“When I first got there, everyone
was so excited to meet me—girls
(who) already went to Ecuador. It
makes me happy that people appreciate where I live. . . . ” Ledesma said.
“I think at Swallow I’m feeling like it’s
my family. It’s really nice to come in
and feel very comfortable.”
Some students had previously been
to the U.S. while others had not. According to Ledesma, even though she
has traveled to Orlando for a family
vacation, it was hard to leave her family in Cuenca. Her father was skeptical of her studying at Taylor at first,
but was eventually persuaded by the
safety and intentional environment
Upland’s campus affords.
Another business major, Rafaela Ruiz, was encouraged to study in
America by her mother, who attended
University of Michigan. Ruiz had never been to America, so having a family member with experience studying
abroad highly influenced her to take
the trip.
“(My mother) loved that experience,
so she wanted me to go,” Ruiz said.
In Cuenca, the school system is different. Ledesma said that in her major
classes, there are 30–40 students. She
likes the smaller student-to-professor

The six Ecuadorian students part of Discover include: (L to R) Juan Vintimilla, Paulina Salamea,
Belen Maldonado, Cristina Cordova, Rafaela Ruiz and Daniela Ledesma.

ratio in her classes here.
“(The professors here) care if you
are learning or not,” Ledesma said.
“I like the way they teach; they put
examples and not just theories.” She
also expressed her appreciation for
learning not only about America, but
about global topics as well.
Juan Vintimilla, a sophomore clinical psychology major, values the extra information that professors offer
outside of class material, and that
they are willing to take time to help
him better understand the information. He enjoys his classes, specifically the different ways Taylor professors
teach in comparison to Ecuadorian
professors.

“Usually we study the literature of
the people of my career—Freud and
other stuff—and here they study the
brain (and) the neurons and put more
emphasis on that,” he said.
According to Trudeau, professors
have been accommodating about
letting each student in their classes.
With a variety of majors, such as business and clinical psychology, each
student’s experience looks different.
Ledesma and Vintimilla plan to
return to Taylor as transfer students
if possible. Ledesma explained that
studying at Taylor is an opportunity to see the world through different eyes and while living on
campus, has learned from a variety

Photo provided by Juan Vintimilla

of cultures during her time here, not
just from Americans.
Despite the uncertainty of whether or not she will attend Taylor in the
fall, Ledesma is still content with her
time here.
“Whatever happens, I’m really happy to spend a month here,” Ledesma
said. “I’m really glad that I had the opportunity to meet all these people and
even the Ecuadorians.”
She explained that while being
away from her family will be hard if
she comes next fall, the people here
can become her family as well: “Next
semester, if God wants me to be here,
I’ll be here.”
echo@taylor.edu
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Stretch before you spring into break
Chrysa Keenon & Gabby Carlson
Life & Times Co-Editors

Spring break is just around the corner! Your peers are probably hitting the gym harder than before, trying desperately to get in shape prior to their trip to the beach. But did you know that you
could be exercising wrong without knowing it? This week, The Echo talked with KSAC trainers
to get some tips and tricks on how to make a workout the best it can be for both your body and
your mind.
echo@taylor.edu

Warm up:
Did you know you could be stretching incorrectly? According to trainer and
senior Gabby Trudeau, staying in one position to hold a stretch is not recommended for a pre-workout ritual. Dynamic stretching, which consists of
moving the body quickly, prepares muscles for a workout.
“You are less prone to injury if you do dynamic stretching,” Trudeau said.
“You should work up to a light sweat during a warm up, then stretch whatever feels sore, but stay moving.”
Ideally, a warm-up should take 5 to 10 minutes. Jumping jacks, jogging laps
or line hopping are just some of the many options to get your heart pumping.
Trudeau said that focusing on warming up the area of the body that you
plan on using during the workout is more beneficial than warming up your
whole body.
Photograph by Elyse Horb

Senior trainer Jared Adkins practices a warm-up pose.

Workout:

You told yourself you would get that “spring break bod” this year.
You planned to go to the gym more often. You were going to run
that six-minute mile. You were even going to give up chocolate
for Lent and start eating fruit. But then “Friends,” a jar of Nutella and your couch looked a lot more appealing.
If this is you, you’re setting your goals wrong, according to
KSAC trainer and senior Sarah LeGrand.
“Don’t just go to the gym ‘more often,’” LeGrand said. “Plan
days you will actually go. The more details you have with a goal,
the more accountable you feel. Make (goals) attainable; if you
set (unrealistically) high standards for yourself, you are setting
yourself up for failure.”
When people work out, LeGrand encourages them to set small,
achievable milestones for themselves. To reach long-term goals,
a person must make small steps toward them.
Overworking yourself can be dangerous as well. New Year’s
Day may be when the gym looks full of hopeful new faces, but
the gym is most crowded in March. People try fitting six-month
workout plans into three weeks and it can lead to failure.
“If you are feeling exhausted after every workout, you should
cut back a little because you want to feel energized and good
after,” LeGrand said. “If you have a lot of muscle soreness, don’t
go hard the next day; slow down.”

Photograph by Elyse Horb

Senior trainer Reece McCart touches his toes for a full-body stretch.

LeGrand gives four tips to help you move toward your goal efficiently:
1. Be accountable with other people, so that they can remind you of your goals and motivate you toward them.
2. Write down your goals, preferably in a place where you can see them. This way, you are constantly reminded of what you are striving for.
3. Get a fitness app. At the very least, walk 10,000 steps a day.
4. Make working out a lifestyle, not a ploy to look good in a swimsuit. Though this can be used as motivation to keep going, LeGrand promotes a lifestyle of working out
and being healthy.

Cool down:
Static stretching, or holding a stretch pose, is great for a post-workout cool down. According to trainer and senior Jared Adkins, static
stretching lengthens muscles, increases flexibility and reduces the risk
of orthopedic injuries.
“I always have my clients pick three or four stretches to perform after
each workout we do. We spend about five minutes stretching, holding
each stretch about 30 seconds,” Adkins said.
Trudeau recommended drinking water. “You are probably dehydrated, and it’s important to restore your body to equilibr ium and balance,” Trudeau said.

DOMS:

Photograph by Elyse Horb

Senior trainer Gabby Trudeau demonstrates a butterfly stretch.

No, not the “Fifty Shades of Grey” kind of doms. Delayed onset muscle soreness (DOMS) is the reason you feel sore after a particularly exhausting workout.
“When you work out, your body breaks down muscle and boosts
metabolism. The soreness is your body’s reaction to rebuilding and
reconstructing muscle and acid buildup,” Trudeau said.
Every body is different and has a unique metabolism. It could take
three days to feel sore after a hard workout, or it could take three hours.
According Trudeau, you don’t have to feel sore after a workout to know
that you worked your muscles hard. Everyone is different, and bodies
adapt on different levels.

“I think movement is inherent to who we are . . .
God gave us joints and muscles to move.”
Faithfully fit

March 3, 2017
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Blazing the trail
Mike Saunier’s mountain
bike expeditions
Braden Ochs
Staff Writer

As the tread of the tire hits the muddy soil, there is no stopping communication professor Mike Saunier as
he rides his mountain bike through
Colorado’s rugged trails. The jolting handlebars and slick turns feel
freeing—even natural—to the veteran rider.
Saunier’s first bike was a mountain

bike. After he and his family moved
to Colorado in 1984, he discovered a
lot of trails within the terrain of the
Rockies. He explored the local territory with his mountain bike, and
discovered his love for riding.
“It was just something fun to do,
something challenging,” Saunier
said. “It’s good fitness and something to do with friends as well.”
Colorado was, by far, Saunier’s
primary destination for biking because he lived there for 20 years,
but he has also explored other
trails around the U.S. Saunier has

biked in North Carolina, Michigan
and Kentucky as well as here in Indiana. The Colorado trails proved
most challenging for him because
of the heavy, uphill pedaling. But
the thrill and speed of racing back
to the mountain’s base was worth
whatever oxygen he lost at the top.
Indiana biking paths have impressed Saunier less than those he
frequented in Colorado, but he has
found a few that suit him. According
to Saunier, the best biking paths for
his taste have been in Brown County, a heart-pounding change from the

normal, flat Indiana landscape.
Handling his bike with experienced confidence, Saunier cares
about both the machine in his grip
and the body that controls it. He
rides his Ibis bike with a helmet,
water bag, bike pump, basic tools
and the right clothes. According
to him, this equipment
makes more of a difference than people think. Saunier
makes sure he is
protected and
uses caution as
he rides.
“I haven’t (gotten) injured on my
mountain bike
yet, thankfully,”
Saunier

Rayce Patterson
Distribution Manager

Photograph provided by Wokandapix (pixabay.com)

Don’t forget about your true Rock when you rock out at the gym.

Prepare for a crowded KSAC this
month. The beginning of March is
traditionally the busiest time of the
year for the gym, according to Matt
Renfrow, associate professor of kinesiology, as students are trying to slim
down for spring break. There is nothing wrong with trying to get in shape,
but there might be a better reason
to be fit than just trying to get your
beach body on.
“As we think more deeply about
our lives and who God is calling us
to be, the ‘how’ (of being fit) is not
that hard—it’s not rocket science—
but the ‘why’ is usually elusive to people,” Renfrow said.
Renfrow says that the idea of weight
loss inspires people to start exercising, but that there should be a bigger

said. “It’s a matter of riding under
control.”
Saunier encourages students to
invest in their individual hobbies,
but he wishes Upland had bike
trails for students and locals to explore in their community from a
two-wheeled perspective.
“Upland needs some kind of
draw, like (bike trails),” Saunier
said. “I don’t think people are
going to come here to go to
Ivanhoe’s.”
Saunier hopes that Upland development projects
take a naturalistic turn, perhaps with creating bike trails
throughout Grant County. Bike
paths would give students and
community members access to
new sights and sounds in
their own backyard.
echo@taylor.edu

Photograph provided by taylor.edu

Professor Mike Saunier’s passion
lies in mountain biking.

Faithfully fit
One professor’s view on
spirituality and the body
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reason than just looking good. 1 Corinthians 6:19 states that our bodies
are temples of the Holy Spirit, and
Skye Jethani in “Futureville” would argue that God is going to redeem our
bodies in the new heaven and new
earth. Therefore, being physically fit
becomes as important as being spiritually “fit.”
“I think movement is inherent to
who we are . . . God gave us joints and
muscles to move,” Renfrow said. “So
it’s no surprise to me that when I use
those things in a manner that seems
consistent with creation and logic, it
makes sense that not only is it good
for my physical health but (also) that
it is a spiritual act of worship.”
Anyone who has tried to start living well through healthy eating and

exercise can tell you that starting out
and keeping with it takes a good deal of
fortitude and persistence. It’s unrealistic to assume you’re going to be good at
it the first time, but that doesn’t mean
you should give up. Renfrow says that
people set unrealistic expectations for
themselves when they try to start exercising, then get discouraged when
they don’t meet those expectations.
People also have the idea that exercise
shouldn’t be fun, but Renfrow says that
doesn’t have to be the case.
“Don’t start running miles initially,” said Renfrow. “Go play ultimate
frisbee or intramural soccer or intramural basketball . . . and give yourself
some grace.”
Renfrow stresses community when
it comes to trying to be physically fit.
He works out regularly with Jeff Cramer, Scott Moeschberger, David Adams
and Brian Dewar, and because they’re
having fun together, the workout becomes secondary.
“When you try to go it alone, statistically speaking, it’s going to be hard,”
Renfrow said.
echo@taylor.edu

The bi-weekly bachelor and bachelorette #TaylorU’s
“I listen to
Brand New, the
Avett Brothers
and Taylor Swift.
They bring out
the maniac in
me.” - Jessie
Kuniholm, 10th
grade
Photograph provided by friend of Jessie Kuniholm

“Hey girl, you
want some of
this?”
- Alex Hunter

Photograph provided by friend of Alex Hunter

Echograms #TaylorU

TOP
TWEETS
Jessica Wise@ jay_dubbzzzz
Overheard in the DC: “I want to
give up Chick-ﬁl-A for Lent but
I don’t think I can do it. Way too
hard.” #tayloru #studentprobs
#struggle

Lakota Hernandez@ khernando15
I just saw a girl give someone
a hug and knock her full cup of
coﬀee on the ground. Probably
ruined her morning but made me
smile #tayloru
Michael Snyder@ slorzdevoi
DRINKING GAME: Everytime you
say sorry for almost running into
someone at the DC, mix every
Vitamin Water ﬂavor and down it
#tayloru
Rachel Yoder@ RachelYoder7
Hours I spent on our Airband set
this weekend: 8
Hours I spent doing homework: 0
#priorities #tayloru
Tanner Huber@ T_Hubee
Have a Grant County elevator guy
humming in my dorm room right
now because my dorm’s elevator
closet was built inside of my room
#tayloru
Linda Karen Taylor@ LindaEdits
I feel like I should rescue all the
worms stranded on the sidewalks
but ... ewww. #tayloru
Olivia Miller@ OliiviaaMillerr
apparently today is education
major day at the health center
#tayloru

@savylynn16:
Dr. J a “how to eat crayfish” demonstration. We ate crayfish and
calamari in lab while we learned about mollusks and arthrypods.
Eating in lab is what separates chemistry from biology #tayloru

@alicia_felicia97:
Hanging in this week like… #midtermsgotmelike
#school #tayloru #fortworthtx #dfw #bullriding

Stretch@ traplordcleaver
“There’s nothing like a hanging to
concentrate the mind.” - Hadley
Mitchell #TaylorU

A&E

“(Literature) is a vibrant, active field where
we engage with text, but we (also) engage
with other people. We make meaning out
of this place that God has made for us: this
world that we live in.”
Celebrating literature

TheEchoNews.com

Vision for future

filmmakers

Photograph provided by Joshua Adams

The Envision Film Festival has been a part of many aspiring filmmakers’ Taylor experience including (L to R) Sarah Topp (’15), Levi Wortley and Jake Rundell (’15).
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Taylor holds Envision
Film Festival
Ian Proano
Designer

As spring is busy making up its mind
on whether or not to stay at Taylor,
the Envision Film Festival is here
once again, put on by the art, film,
and media department faculty and
students. Kathy Bruner, co-chair of
the art, film, and media department,
is one of the faculty members on the
committee who runs the festival.
“The goal (of Envision) is to honor
aspiring filmmakers whose visual storytelling explores the range of human
experience with hopeful vision, artistry,
truthfulness and integrity,” Bruner said.
This year will mark the ninth consecutive year of the Envision Film Festival. But the film festival portion of
the event has an even longer standing
tradition in Taylor’s history. Before

Celebrating literature

Making Literature
Conference kicked
off yesterday
Laura Koenig

A&E Editor

They’ve made the literature. Now it’s
time to celebrate the artistry.
Five published authors and 48 student presenters are sharing and discussing their critical papers, fiction,
creative nonfiction and poetry at Taylor’s Making Literature Conference
that happens every two years.
Students from ten colleges across
the United States, in addition to students from Taylor, will claim an audience of family, friends, students and
professors during individual presentation times and share work they
submitted to the conference. Fighting nerves with an abundant amount

-

of excitement, junior and conference
intern Hillary Foreman will share her
critical essay and creative piece.
“What I’m most excited about is to
celebrate artistry of peers,” Foreman
said. “That’s a really important part of
writing, and scholarship also, because
it can be seen as such a lonely process,
but there’s this whole community of
people who can support one another.”
Along with the honor of presenting
her own work and supporting others,
Foreman is excited to celebrate the
beauty of art and its ability to surpass
worldviews and connect people at a
human level.
Conference co-director and Assistant Professor of English Aaron
Housholder is looking forward to the
energy and buzz the English students
bring to campus. He’s also hoping for
non-English students to contribute to
this enthusiasm by recognizing that
English, literature and creative writing

make up more than just general education classes about dead authors.
“(Literature) is a vibrant, active
field where we engage with text, but
we (also) engage with other people,”
Housholder said. “We make meaning
out of this place that God has made
for us: this world that we live in.”
Wednesday’s chapel bore a unique
witness to the power of literature and
poetry. Even though the poetry readings by Indiana Poet Laureate Shari
Wagner and Taylor faculty and students were not an official part of the
conference, the 50 minutes prepared
students for the art coming to Taylor
during the next three days.
Wagner, who is in her second year
of being poet laureate, recognized the
need to share poetry with others as
she travels Indiana as an ambassador
for her art form.
“I’ve been supported by my teachers
throughout the years,” Wagner said.

-

Bicycles Designed by Stephanie2212 / Freepik

Envision, there was the Trojan Film
Fest, which began in 1998 and was run
by students, much like how Airband
is now organized.
The Envision committee, which is
comprised of both faculty and students, began preparation for this
event in January. Each member is responsible for organizing a different
portion of the festival, such as tonight’s screening, the student competition and the workshops.
“I’m excited to see the vision unfold, because there’s so much planning that goes into this,” said junior
Tiless Turnquest, a student co-producer of the festival.
Three Taylor alumni will run the
event’s workshops. These professionals took time off from the working world to illuminate students with
what they’ve been learning. Walt Disney Imagineer Jonathan Friday (’10)
will teach foundational storytelling
techniques. Katy Andres (’09), who
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works on nature and wildlife projects, will talk about editing. Currently
working on a feature-length film, commercial director Ben Eisner (’99) will
teach about good preproduction. Each
will hold their workshops at different
times throughout the weekend.
Winning films will receive prizes thanks to sponsorships from
companies like Sony and Avid. The
many student films are up for several awards from the festival, including
Best Picture.
“It’s nice that the whole Taylor community can come out and see what
we’re up to and what the students are
up to,” Steve Bailey, assistant professor in film and media and a member
of the Envision committee, said.
The Envision Film Festival screening and awards will take place in Rediger Auditorium at 7 p.m. tonight.
Tickets are $3 for students and $5 for
the public.
echo@taylor.edu

Photograph by Ruth Flores-Orellana

Creative nonfiction author David Griffith is one of many published
authors presenting at the sixth Making Literature Conference.

“I think lots of times people think of
poets who are deceased or poets outside of Indiana and don’t see the poets right here. I think it’s important
to give them attention.”
From Thursday, March 2 to Saturday, March 4, writers will receive
this attention during author keynotes
and readings, student presentations
and a book fair in the Euler Atrium.
This time will also include the launch
of Assistant Director of the Honors
Guild Amy Peterson’s new book on

Saturday at 10:30 a.m.
All sessions are free, and schedules
can be found on the Making Literature Conference blog. Students are
welcome to go to the sessions and
support their friends and peers.
“This is a really cool platform to say,
‘Hey, I wrote this thing, it means a lot
to me, and I’m excited to share it with
you,’” Foreman said. “I think a lot of
really good conversations are going
to come from people sharing work.”
echo@taylor.edu

O
PINIONS
Back to the basics

“Like all art, poetry communicates deep truths,
and we need truth dearly.”
Slowing down
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UCC’s Basics doesn’t only
minster to church kids
Kelsey Baker
Contributor

I got smacked with a dodgeball again.
I’m a prime target in the weekly
dodgeball game at Upland Community Church’s (UCC) Basics program.
For one thing, I have no discernable
athletic skill, so I can’t retaliate. For
another, I’m a leader, and it’s much
more fun to spike a ball at a fellow
leader than at a Basics kid.
It’s easy to think that when I graduate and have a job, I’ll have more
influence to make change. I’ll have
more money at my disposal, more
skills to contribute and more respect. But I’ll never again have the
kind of influence I have with these
Basics kids.
Think back to when you were
younger, when you thought college
kids were cool and you wanted to be
like them. Now we know the truth—
we’re really not all that cool. Something happens when you get that
diploma and start a real job—suddenly you’re more like a parent than
a mentor. But for these four years, we
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have a unique position to influence
kids all around us.
Over one hundred kids show up
every week for Basics. According to
the 2016 Basics Annual Report, twothirds of the Basics kids aren’t from
Upland Community Church, and
one-third don’t come from a church
at all.
I’ve heard Taylor students say they
would rather volunteer with a program that is more focused on unchurched kids, but Basics provides
an opportunity to work with kids of
varying exposure to the Bible. We
started a transportation program
last year to pick up kids who otherwise probably wouldn’t attend. I’ve
personally been challenged in my
assumptions and my faith by some
of these students. When you realize
a sixth grader knows more memory verses than you or has deep questions about a passage you’ve never
considered, you are inspired to invest
more in your own faith.
Working with a student who has
never interacted with the Bible is a
remarkable experience. Often, God
allows you to plant seeds you will
never see prosper. But several times
at Basics, I’ve seen God change a
kid’s life.

March 3, 2017
One particular student amazes me
with her maturity and growth. She
didn’t go to church or have much exposure to the Bible, but now she has

Photograph provided by Kelsey Baker

Kids stick with Basics because of leaders like Kelsey Baker, pictured at right.

Not just for sport
Rugby deserves to
be a J.V. team
Matt Csakai
Contributor

It is difficult to see the soccer program getting a junior varsity team
when the rugby team is still waiting
to get its varsity designation. Taylor’s rugby athletes are highly committed to their game, putting in hours
of work even in the offseason to improve themselves and become better
than the season before.
Rugby is a tough sport. It requires
a lot of physical exertion and stamina. You have to be willing to take hits
and dish them out. Play after play,
game after game, for 80 minutes you
fight to score points and force turnovers. Hours of practice go into making yourself physically and mentally
ready to play every Saturday, with
long practice sessions on the field

and equally exhausting sessions in the
weight room. You get stronger; you
perform drills and play touch rugby
to get a feel for what needs to happen
during game day. With all the preparation you put in, including hours of
practice every week and Saturdays
full of games, there is little reward but
a deeper love of the game. The motivation comes intrinsically, and it always has for these players.
Now, I do realize it is not unprecedented for a school to have J.V. teams
underneath the common varsity
sports. I’m not entirely against Taylor having a J.V. soccer team. I played
organized soccer for 11 years of my life
and still love to play it to this day. I
am glad for my friends who are able
to try out for this team and play the
sport they love.
I don’t want to bash the administration for not coming up with
funding to make rugby a varsity
sport; I want to spotlight the work
of the men and women who dedicate

Slowing down
Is poetry still relevant
in a fast-paced world?
Matthew Storrer
Contributor

A week or so ago, I was walking out
to my car on some errand or another when I passed by a group of men
heading in the opposite direction. I
couldn’t help but overhear some of
their conversation, and what I heard
disheartened me. Though I don’t
remember the exact words, it was
something along the lines of how poetry was silly because poems can be
interpreted to mean anything.
Of course, I can’t fault these men, as
there was a time in my own life when I
thought similarly. However, I’ve since
learned that not only is trying to wing
an interpretation to a poem a good
way to fail an exam, but it is also incredibly shortsighted and naïve. In
our modern world that is so focused
on tangible, measurable value, it may
feel we have outgrown the need for poetry, but I think perhaps this is why we
need it now more than ever.
Poetry is countercultural. We live in
a world (and even more so, a nation)

that prioritizes efficiency, productivity, saving time and getting results.
Life is fast-paced, and every second
not used is a second wasted. Poetry
refuses to fit this mold; by its very nature, it actively resists being sorted, labeled and forgotten.
Sure, you can rush through a poem
and immediately decide you know everything it is saying, but what you’re
doing is a disservice to yourself, not
to the poem. The poem stands alone,
independent of you. As associate professor of English Daniel Bowman so elegantly put it in Wednesday’s chapel,
poetry forces us to slow down. It challenges us to contemplate, to wonder,
to feel, to savor, to wrestle.
You can’t get everything out of a
poem in one sitting. Not good poems,
at least. Perhaps that’s why many people have an aversion to poetry, but it
is important that we struggle with art.
It’s part of being human.
Another way poetry is countercultural is that it exemplifies the highest
refinement of language in a culture
of meaningless talk. I have known
poets who wrestle with whether or
not to include a simple word or even
punctuation mark in their poems. You
cannot find a more deliberate, careful

themselves to rugby. They deserve
recognition for the work they put
in. Rugby should be seen in the eyes
of this university as the legitimate,
competitive sport it is.
The rugby team had a huge amount
of success this past spring season. It
won multiple tournaments, such as
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a favorite Bible story: Daniel in the
lion’s den. She reads the Bible every
night by herself, which is more than
I did in elementary school. She asks
me to pray with her.
Not every student goes through
a visible change: many kids swear
they’re only at Basics for the dodgeball. But no matter their excuse for
coming, they still hear God’s word
and get into the habit of going to
church. Parents have told us their
kids’ attitudes are changed by attending Basics.
Take advantage of your unique position as a college student. Become an
agent for change. Participate in Lift,
Basics, Real Life, One on One, ESL Tutoring or Basics Jr.
Sign up and then show up—make
a commitment to go every week.
Your presence means more to the
kids than you’ll ever know. The kids
who stick with Basics are the ones
whose leaders make an effort to
show up every single week and to
invest in their kids. Sign up to get
hit with a dodgeball every week.
Sign up to give advice about crushes and bullies. Sign up to stumble
through some of the Bible’s hardest
questions. Sign up to allow God to
use you. If you’re interested in getting connected, contact TWO’s Peter
Carlson at peter_carlson1@taylor.
edu to learn more about the different opportunities.
echo@taylor.edu
the Indiana Rugby Football Union
10s tournament, and the Kings of the
Pitch. The team beat teams from big
schools across Indiana such as Bethel, IUPUI, Indiana State, Purdue and
several men’s clubs with players older
than college age. What must the rugby team do to prove it can compete
each and every season and each and
every day? It’s proven this before, and
I know it will prove it again in upcoming seasons.
echo@taylor.edu

Photograph by Halie Owens

Rugby players (R to L) Aaron Hussey, Eric Castigila, Samuel Thomas, Caleb Mackintosh,
Juyeong Jeong, Michael Snyder practice despite not being sponsored by Taylor.

application of words than in poetry. It
is choice gourmet in a society increasingly satisfied by fast food.
Like all art, poetry communicates
deep truths, and we need truth dearly.
Lies permeate our world to the point
that cynicism of politics and news is
almost required. We desperately thirst
for truth, and poetry is a spring in the
desert. It cuts through all of the meaninglessness that surrounds us on social media and television and gives us
a glimpse beyond the immediate, but
it does so only if we let it.
Perhaps the greatest reason we
need poetry is because it bypasses the
masks we wear and gets to the persons

beneath them. To read a poem is to get
a glimpse into the author’s soul, and
many times that glimpse is ugly. Poetry
is real. It’s raw. It reveals parts of us we
don’t always like to talk about. Maybe
that’s another reason why many people don’t like poetry. We don’t like to be
vulnerable, and we don’t like it when
others are vulnerable with us. We like
the comfort that superficiality brings.
Poetry doesn’t allow us this luxury.
We need poetry. We need it for truth,
for beauty and for each other. So I challenge you, reader, to read a poem today. Sit a while and think about it.
Relish it. The homework will wait.
echo@taylor.edu

A Poem By Matthew Storrer
Our hearts are beasts of secret dreams
For which they ever long
In chasing these, their red, raw screams
form poets’ sweetest songs

LET YOUR VOICE BE HEARD!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor to
luke_wildman@taylor.edu by Wednesday at 5 p.m. Please keep the word count to 500–700 words.
The Echo only accepts submissions from current faculty, staff or students.

Graphic Illustrated by Ian Proano

TROJAN NATION

“Our goal this year is to get back to opening
rounds because we definitely have a better
team than we did our freshman year. It’s just
going to be us going out there (and) actually
proving it to ourselves.”
Trojans claim upset victory

TheEchoNews.com
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The field for the 2017 NAIA Men’s Division II Basketball National Championship. The Taylor men’s basketball team will participate in the tournament for the first time since 2006.

Unlikely series of upsets
lands Trojans a spot in the
NAIA national tournament

The Trojans thought their season had come to a close after last
Wednesday’s loss to Spring Arbor in
the Crossroads League Tournament.
Although the team played well and
Eric Andrews
earned national rankings throughout the season, the Trojans needed
Sports Co-Editor
an unlikely series of upsets in othThe Taylor men’s basketball team er teams’ games to have a chance to
will be heading to Lookout Point, play in the national tournament.
Missouri, next week to participate
Though the Trojans did not play
in the 2017 NAIA Men’s Division II as well as they wanted, other games’
Basketball National Championship. turnouts allowed them to hope for
Despite the odds stacked against a spot in the tournament.
them, the No. 25 Trojans squeaked
The agonizing wait culminated
into the tournament by securing the Wednesday night when the NAIA
final at-large bid Wednesday night announced the matchups for the
to earn their first trip since 2006.
tournament. The Trojans nervously

Trojans claim
upset victory

Softball confident
after defeating No.
12 Campbellsville
Justin Chapman
Sports Co-Editor

The softball team has started this
year out with a winning record of 5–4.
On Feb. 24, the squad had a double
header against No. 12 Campbellsville.
The Trojans lost the first game 11–1,
but they bounced back in the second
game to capture a 7–6 victory.
Taylor’s goal for this season is
to reach the NAIA opening round.
Playing against a nationally ranked
team like Campbellsville helped
the Trojans gauge how they need
to improve.
Both games were played at
Campbellsville, and the first game

was only five innings long. The
mercy rule called for an early ending to the game. Senior Anna Gunderson gave the Trojans their lone
point. The team knew they could
defeat Campbellsville and went on
to prove it for a major win for Taylor’s program.
“They hit the ball extremely well
in the first game,” head coach Brad
Bowser said. “We did too (but) they
just hit it over the fence, and we
were hitting it right at people. (It
was) a really good team for us to
play against.”
Hitting the ball well is exactly what
Taylor accomplished in the second
game. While they did not hit any
home runs, the team came out with
a ferocious 7–0 lead in the fifth inning
after junior Davis Carter ran home
after another Taylor batter batted
the ball.

awaited their fate while watching the
announcement show in the athletic
department’s conference room. As
the matchups appeared one by one,
the Trojans hoped to see their name.
When No. 8 Warner College’s opponent was revealed, the conference room changed from silence
to bedlam.
“I think (junior) Keaton Hendricks
said it best: ‘It feels like a movie,’”
head coach Josh Andrews said in a
promotional video for the athletic
department. “I’m just speechless; it’s
just unbelievable.”
Despite not having played in over
a week, the Trojans continued practicing with the hope of earning a

spot in the tournament, a decision
that has now been rewarded. Preparation will continue for the next few
days before the Trojans head to Missouri on Sunday.

video. “There’s so much energy. (I’m)
still just juiced up and it’s going to
last for a while, and I know I speak
for the whole team. I can’t wait to
go to practice (yesterday); I’ve never
been so excited for a practice.”
The Trojans will play No. 8 Warner at 5 p.m. on Wednesday in the
first round of the single-elimination
tournament. Taylor will be hosting
a viewing party in Odle so students
can keep up with the action. The
Senior Eric Cellier smirked with winning team will advance to the
anticipation when asked what the Sweet 16 to play either No. 11 Trininext few days leading up to the tour- ty International or the host school,
nament will hold.
College of the Ozarks, next Friday
“There won’t be much sleep,” Celli- at 8:30 p.m.
er said in the athletic department’s
echo@taylor.edu

“I think (junior)
Keaton Hendricks
said it best: ‘It
feels like a movie.’”

The Echo Bracket Challenge
To enter The Echo’s 2017 NAIA Men’s Division II Basketball National Championship Bracket Challenge, select
the team you think will win each tournament game on the bracket above. Once completed, take a photo of
your bracket and email it to echo@taylor.edu by 11:59 p.m. on Tuesday. The email subject must be “Echo
Bracket Challenge” to be eligible. The winner’s photo will be featured in an upcoming issue of The Echo!
Campbellsville, being the good
team they are, took advantage of Taylor’s mistakes like errors or failing to
hit the ball well. This caused the loss
to look uglier than it was.
“I think that’s the beauty of playing really good teams early,” Bowser
said. “You know what it looks like to
get there at the back side.”
It is crucial to play against great
teams so Taylor knows what it needs
to do to get to the opening round.
Campbellsville is a team that has
gone multiple times in the past and
is capable of going again.
Taylor had a doubleheader against
No. 8 Lindsey Wilson on February 25th. While the Trojans lost
both, this gave them the chance to
face great competition early on in
the season.

“Our freshman year (we) went to nationals,” Gunderson said. “Our goal
this year is to get back to opening
rounds because we definitely have
a better team than we did our freshman year. It’s just going to be us going out there (and) actually proving
it to ourselves.”
To make the national tournament,
improving on small details like being
disciplined when at bat need to happen. Fortunately, the team has time
to make corrections, with the season
just getting underway. There are 48
games left in the season, not including the postseason.
The conference season opener is
not until March 14th and the Crossroads League contains great teams
like (RV) Huntington, (RV) Indiana
Wesleyan and No.7 Marian. A tough

schedule can help the Trojans discover their issues and work on them.
“You’ve got to find a way to make some
hits; walk some,” Bowser said. “Get to
a 2–1 count instead of a 1–2 count. Because at that point, the hitter’s on the
aggression, not the pitcher. When the
pitcher gets to 1–2 or 0–2, you’re in trouble; you’re just at her mercy.”
Taylor desires to improve in this
area to help add a successful season
to the program and hopefully make
the opening rounds.
The Trojans will take on Indiana
University Southeast and Lindenwood in a double header today in New
Albany, Indiana. The next home game
for Taylor will not be until March 10
when they face Asbury. The first game
today is set for 11 a.m.
echo@taylor.edu

Athlete of the Week

Josh Pfotenhauer
Photograph provided by Fayth Glock

Josh Pfotenhauer



Senior Anna Gunderson led the Trojans with three RBIs in
Taylor’s 7–6 win over No. 12 Campbellsville.

When was the last time the men’s basketball
team played in the NAIA Final Four?
A. 1991
B. 1994
C. 2000
D. 2006

Be the ﬁrst to collect the entire set and submit it to THE ECHO at
the end of the year to win a complete set signed by the athletes!

Check back next week for the answer! Last week’s answer: C. 2

Photograph by Sean Quillen

Card #18

Year

Junior

Hometown

Lemont, Illinois

Position

Outﬁeld

Favorite quote

“You can’t beat the person who
never gives up.” – Babe Ruth

Funniest teammate

Tanner Watson

Favorite pre-game meal Noodles and meatballs

